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BRITISH AIRWAYS PLC 
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______________________________________________________________________________ 

MEMORANDUM OF FACT AND LAW 
OF THE RESPONDENT 

CANADIAN TRANSPORTATION AGENCY 

OVERVIEW 

1. This is the Memorandum of Fact and Law of the Respondent, Canadian Transportation

Agency (Agency), in response to the appeal filed before this Honourable Court by Dr. Gabor

Lukacs, pursuant to section 41 of the Canada Transportation Act, S.C. 1996, c. 10 (CTA).

2. The Appellant requests that this Honourable Court set aside Decision No. 91-C-A-2016

(Decision) of the Agency.

3. Traditionally, administrative tribunals with standing to be heard on appeal have been limited

to making submissions on questions of jurisdiction and on standard of review. Although the

Supreme Court of Canada has recently found that discretion may be used to broaden the

scope of a tribunal's standing in specific circumstances, the Agency is not seeking to broaden
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its submissions beyond the traditional issues of standard of review, a general discussion of its 

jurisdiction with respect to air carrier tariffs, and to address the factual record.  

Ontario (Energy Board) v. Ontario Power Generation Inc., 
2015 SCC 44 at paras. 41-62. 
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PART I 

 STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

4. The Agency is a superior independent quasi-judicial administrative body of the Government 

of Canada which performs two key functions. As an economic regulator, the Agency makes 

determinations and issues authorities, licences and permits to transportation carriers under 

federal jurisdiction. As an adjudicative tribunal, the Agency, informally and through formal 

adjudication, resolves a range of commercial and consumer transportation-related disputes, 

including complaints regarding the content and application of air carrier tariffs.  

 

A. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

(i) Powers of the Agency 

5. The Agency has, with respect to all matters necessary or proper for the exercise of its 

jurisdiction, the attendance and examination of witnesses, the production and inspection of 

documents, the enforcement of its orders or regulations and the entry on and inspection of 

property, all the powers, rights, and privileges that are vested in a superior court. 

Canada Transportation Act, S.C. 1996, c. 10, s. 25.  

 

6. On an application made to the Agency, the Agency may grant the whole or part of the 

application, or may make any order or grant any further or other relief that to the Agency 

seems just and proper.  

Canada Transportation Act, S.C. 1996, c. 10, s. 25.  
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7.  The finding or determination of the Agency on a question of fact within its jurisdiction is 

binding and conclusive.  

Canada Transportation Act, supra, s. 31.  

 

8. The Agency may review, rescind or vary any decision or order made by it if, in the opinion 

of the Agency, since the decision or order or the hearing of the application, there has been a 

change in the facts or circumstances pertaining to the decision, order or hearing. 

Canada Transportation Act, supra, s. 32.  

 

(ii) Air Tariffs 

9. An air carrier that operates an international service or its agent shall file with the Agency a 

tariff for that service, including the terms and conditions of free and reduced rate 

transportation for that service, in the style, and containing the information, required by 

Division II of the Air Transportation Regulations. 

Air Transportation Regulations, SOR/88-58, ss. 110(1).  

 

10. Every tariff shall contain the terms and conditions governing the tariff generally, stated in 

such a way that is clear as to how the terms and conditions apply to the tolls named in the 

tariff, and clearly stating the carrier's policy in respect of certain terms listed in the Air 

Transportation Regulations including compensation for denial of boarding as a result of 

overbooking.  

Air Transportation Regulations, supra, para. 122(c)(iii).  
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11. Once filed, the air carrier shall charge the tolls and apply the terms and conditions of carriage 

specified in the tariff. 

Air Transportation Regulations, supra, ss. 110(4).  

 

12. All tolls and terms and conditions of carriage, including free and reduced rate transportation, 

that are established by an air carrier shall be just and reasonable and shall, under substantially 

similar circumstances and conditions and with respect to all traffic of the same description, 

be applied equally to all that traffic. 

Air Transportation Regulations, SOR/88-58, ss. 111(1).  

 

13. The Agency may suspend or disallow any tariff or portion of a tariff that appears not to 

conform with subsection 110(3) to (5) or section 111 or 112, and establish and substitute 

another tariff or portion thereof for any tariff or portion thereof disallowed.  

Air Transportation Regulations, SOR/88-58, ss. 111(1).  

 

B. THE ORIGINAL COMPLAINT 

14. The Appellant's original complaint against British Airways PLC (British Airways) is dated 

January 13, 2013. In this complaint, the Appellant challenged several aspects of British 

Airways' Tariff.  The Appellant argued that; 

(a) Rule 55(C) of the Tariff which is a blanket exclusion of liability is unclear and 

contradicts the legal principles of the Montreal Convention; 

(b) Rules 115(H), 116(H) and 55(C)(6)-(8) are unreasonable because they misstate, 

contradict and/or misrepresent the liability limits for lost, damaged or delayed baggage  

found in the Montreal Convention and are unreasonably low; 
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(c) Rules 55(C)(10), 115(N) and 116(N) which are blanket exclusions of liability for 

baggage are unreasonable insofar as they concern liability for the contents of checked 

baggage because they are inconsistent with the Montreal Convention; 

(d) Rules 85(A) and 85(B)(2) of the Tariff which are exclusions of liability for delay of 

passengers are unreasonable; and 

(e) Rule 87(B)(3)(B) which governs the amount of denied boarding compensation payable is 

unreasonable. 

Application dated January 13, 2013 
Appeal Book, TAB 11 
 
 

15.  With respect to the Appellant's challenge of Rule 87(B)(3)(B) of British Airways' Tariff, the 

Appellant's arguments were as follows; 

(i) Rule 87(B)(3)(B) is inconsistent with the principle that a flat rate of denied boarding 

compensation should be paid, which is equal for all passengers, regardless of the fare 

they paid; 

(ii) The competitors of British Airways have been consistently applying the provisions 

of Regulation (EC) 261/2004 for determining the amount of denied boarding 

compensation, and were able to remain as profitable as other airlines. As such, 

substituting Rule 87(B)(3)(B) with provisions similar to those of these carriers would not 

adversely affect the ability of British Airways to meet its commercial obligations; 

(iii) Since British Airways is a Community Carrier within the meaning of Regulation 

(EC) 261/2004, and thus is subject to the regulations of the European Community 

governing denied boarding compensation, it is more probable than not that the 

compensation amounts set out in Rule 87(B)(3)(B) are simply outdated, and do not 
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reflect British Airways' current practice of complying with Regulation (EC) 261/2004; 

and 

(iv) Rule 87(B)(3)(B) is unreasonable as it purports to pre-empt the rights of passenger 

who accept denied boarding compensation to seek damages under any other law, 

including the Montreal Convention ("sole remedy"). 

 
Application dated January 13, 2013, section VI 
Appeal Book, TAB 11, pages 97-101 

 

16. The Appellant's application reproduces the wording of Rule 87(B)(3)(B) of British Airways' 

Tariff, which read as follows; 

SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF PARAGRAPH (B)(3)(A) OF 
THIS RULE, CARRIER WILL TENDER LIQUIDATED DAMAGES IN 
THE AMOUNT OF 100 PERCENT OF THE SUM OF THE VALUES OF 
THE PASSENGER’S REMAINING FLIGHT COUPONS OF THE TICKET 
TO THE PASSENGER’S NEXT STOPOVER, OR IF NONE TO HIS 
DESTINATION, BUT NOT LESS THAN $50.00 AND NOT MORE THAN 
$200.00 PROVIDED THAT IF THE PASSENGER IS DENIED 
BOARDING IN THE UNITED KINGDOM, THE AMOUNT OF 
COMPENSATION IN THIS SUBPARAGRAPH WILL READ NOT LESS 
THAN UKL 10.00 NOR MORE THAN UKL 100.00. SUCH TENDER IF 
ACCEPTED BY THE PASSENGER AND PAID BY CARRIER, WILL 
CONSTITUTE FULL COMPENSATION FOR ALL ACTUAL OR 
ANTICIPATORY DAMAGES INCURRED OR TO BE INCURRED BY THE 
PASSENGER AS RESULT OF CARRIER’S FAILURE TO PROVIDE 
PASSENGER WITH CONFIRMED RESERVED SPACE. 

Application dated January 13, 2013 
Appeal Book, TAB 11 

 

17. The Appellant's application challenging numerous provisions of British Airways' Tariff does 

not refer to Rule 87(B)(3)(A), nor does the application specifically challenge the opening 

wording of Rule 87(B)(3)(B) which makes reference to Rule 87(B)(3)(A).  

Application dated January 13, 2013 
 Appeal Book, TAB 11 
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C. THE ORIGNAL DECISIONS 

18. In Decision No. 10-C-A-2014, the Agency accepted the Appellant's complaint with respect to

all of the Tariff rules which were challenged with the exception of Rule 115(H), which had

been revised. With respect to 87(B)(3)(B), the Agency concluded that it would not require

British Airways to incorporate Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 into its Tariff, but that it would

not suffer a competitive disadvantage if it were required to replace Rule 87(B)(3)(B) with the

provisions set out in Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004. The Agency determined that Rule

87(B)(3)(B), as it related to denied boarding compensation tendered by British Airways,

failed to strike a balance between the passengers' rights to be subject to reasonable terms and

conditions of carriage, and British Airways' statutory, commercial and operational

obligations. The Agency concluded that Rule 87(B)(3)(B), as it relates to denied boarding

compensation, may be unreasonable within the meaning of subsection 111(1) of the ATR. In

addition to these conclusions, the Agency determined that Rule 87(B)(3)(B), insofar as it

relates to sole remedy, was unreasonable.

Agency Decision No. 10-C-A-2014 
Appeal Book, TAB 4 

19. The Agency disallowed British Airways' Tariff provisions which had been determined to be

unreasonable and/or unclear, including 87(B)(3)(B) in respect of sole remedy. British 

Airways was then given the opportunity to show cause, by no later than February 17, 2014, 

as to why the Agency should not require British Airways, with respect to the denied boarding 

compensation tendered to passengers under Rule 87(B)(3)(B), to apply either: 

(i) the regime applicable in the United States of America; 

(ii) the regime proposed by the Appellant in the proceedings related to Decision No. 342-C-

A-2013; 
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(iii) the regime proposed by Air Canada during the proceedings related to Decision No. 442-

C-A-2013; or 

(iv) any other regime that British Airways may wish to propose that the Agency may 

consider to be reasonable within the meaning of subsection 111(1) of the ATR. 

Agency Decision No. 10-C-A-2014, para. 144 
Appeal Book, TAB 4, p. 34 

20. Following the issuance of Decision No. 10-C-A-2014, British Airways proposed to apply the

regime proposed by Air Canada set out in Decision No. 442-C-A-2013, which provides for

compensation in cash or the equivalent of CAD$400 for delays up to 4 hours and CAD$800

for delays in excess of 4 hours. British Airways proposed language of the new Tariff

provision as follows;

Amount of compensation payable for flights from Canada to the 
United Kingdom 

(I)   Subject to the provisions of paragraph (B)(3)(A) of this Rule, 
carrier will tender liquidated damages for delay at arrival at point 
of destination caused by involuntary denied boarding cash or 
equivalent in the amount of CAD 400 for delay of 0 to 4 hours and 
in the amount of CAD 800 for delay over 4 hours. 

(II)Said tender will be made by carrier on the day and at the place 
where the failure occurs, and if accepted will be receipted for by 
the passenger. Provided, however, that when carrier arranges for 
the passenger’s convenience, alternate means of transportation 
which departs prior to the time such tender can be made to the 
passenger, tender shall be made by mail or other means within 24 
hours after the time the failure occurs. 

Agency Decision No. 201-C-A-2014 
Appeal Book, TAB 5 

21. The Appellant objected to the proposed wording on the basis that the proposed Rule failed to

establish conditions governing denied boarding compensation for flights to Canada, and from
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Canada to the "European Community" that are outside the United Kingdom. No objection 

was made to the reference in the proposed wording to Rule 87(B)(3)(A).  

Agency Decision No. 201-C-A-2014, para. 8 
Appeal Book, TAB 5, p. 44 

22. The Agency found that the proposed wording was inconsistent with what Air Canada

proposed during the proceedings related to Decision No. 227-C-A-2013, which proposal

applied to flights from Canada to the European Union. The Agency ordered British Airways

to file with the Agency the proposed Rule with the application of the Rule being for travel

from Canada to the European Union.

Agency Decision No. 201-C-A-2014, paras. 10-12 
Appeal Book, TAB 5, p. 45 

D. THE APPEAL 

23. By Decision dated November 27, 2015, a majority of this Court allowed an appeal from

Decision No. 201-C-A-2014 and remitted the matter back to the Agency for redetermination.

The Court indicated that the Agency's decision lacked clarity with respect to whether British

Airways should address denied boarding compensation for flights to Canada from the

European Union. A majority of this Court indicated that the Agency must clearly address

how British Airways is to "meet its tariff obligations of clarity" so that "the rights and

obligations of both the carrier and passengers are stated in such a way as to exclude any

reasonable doubt, ambiguity or uncertain meaning" in situations where the tariff is silent with

respect to inbound flights.

Lukacs v. Canada (Canadian Transportation Agency), 2015 FCA 269 
Appeal Book, TAB 7 
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E.  THE REDETERMINATION DECISION 

24. On redetermination, and in accordance with this Court's direction, the Agency addressed the

issue of whether the Tariff can be said to clearly state British Airways' policy regarding

denied boarding compensation when that Tariff is silent with respect to flights from the

European Union to Canada. The Agency concluded that it is difficult to justify the Tariff's

silence in this regard when considering that a carrier's policy regarding denied boarding

compensation must be clearly stated and when considering that the Tariff is a means by

which a person learns of rights and obligations, as they relate to both the person and the

carrier. The Agency then noted that British Airways had elected to apply the regime

proposed by Air Canada during the proceedings related to Decision No. 442-C-A-2013. It

was further noted that the denied boarding compensation regime appearing in Air Canada's

Tariff clearly establishes the carrier's policy, which includes not just the specific

compensation amounts which were being proposed, but also incorporates by reference

Regulation (EC) 261/2004. The Agency concluded that British Airways' election therefore

included not just the specific amounts being proposed for outbound flights, but the context in

which these amounts were proposed, which includes a reference to Regulation (EC)

261/2004. The Agency ordered British Airways to amend its Tariff in accordance with its

election.

Agency Decision No. 49-C-A-2016 
Appeal Book, TAB 8 

F. THE COMPIANCE DECISION 

25. On March 9, 2016, British Airways submitted to the Agency's Determinations and

Compliance Branch proposed wording for a new Rule 87(B)(3)(C) which provides for denied

boarding compensation for flights travelling from the European Union to Canada. This Rule
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again is stated as being subject to Rule 87(B)(3)(A), but does not reference Regulation (EC) 

261/2004. The proposed wording instead sets out the specific amounts payable for denied 

boarding compensation. 

Email from Carol McCall to Christine Soloman dated March 9, 2016 
Appeal Book, TAB 3 

26. In Decision No. 91-C-A-2016, the Agency noted that the proposed wording does not

mention Regulation (EC) No. 261/2004 but sets out the specific amounts of compensation to

reflect the amounts stipulated therein. The Agency concluded that the proposed wording

incorporates the relevant terms of Regulation (EC) 261/2004, not simply by referring to it,

but by actually including the relevant terms. The Agency found that British Airways had not

only complied with Decision No. 49-C-A-2016, but had done so in a way that has provided

greater clarity in its Tariff than had it simply included a cross-reference to the provision.

Agency Decision No. 91-C-A-2016 
Appeal Book, TAB 2 

27. To date, the Agency has not considered a complaint regarding whether Rule 87(B)(3)(A)

complies with the requirements of the Air Transportation Regulations SOR/88-58. 
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PART II 

POINTS IN ISSUE 

28. This Court has granted leave to appeal solely with respect to whether the inclusion of the

exceptions in Rule 87(B)(3)(A) of the proposed Tariff would result in the Tariff not being in

compliance with the order of the Agency found in Decision 49-C-A-2016 to amend its Tariff

"to reflect the regime proposed by Air Canada in the proceedings related to Decision No.

442-C-A-2013, including the incorporation of Regulation (EC) 261/2004".

Order granting leave to appeal dated May 20, 2016 
Appeal Book, TAB 12 

29. The Agency respectfully submits that the following issues stand to be determined on this

appeal:

(a) What is the appropriate standard of review?

(b) Was it unreasonable for the Agency to conclude that the proposed tariff wording

complies with Decision No. 49-C-A-2016?

30. The Agency's submissions which follow are limited to addressing the issue of the appropriate

standard of review.
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PART III 

SUBMISSIONS 

A. STANDARD OF REVIEW 

31. The Agency is entitled to a presumption of reasonableness when interpreting its home statute,

the Canada Transportation Act.

Lukács v. Canada (Transportation Agency), 2014 FCA 76, at paras. 11-13 and 16. 

32. This same presumption of reasonableness also applies to statutes closely connected to the

Agency's function with which the Agency will have particular familiarity, such as the Air

Transportation Regulations.

Alberta (Information and Privacy Commissioner) v. Alberta Teachers' Association, 
[2011] 3 S.C.R. 654, at para. 30. 

33. It is now recognized that courts may not be as well-qualified as a given agency to provide an

interpretation of the agency’s home statute that makes sense in the broad policy context in

which the agency operates.

McLean v. British Columbia (Securities Commission), 2013 SCC 67 (CanLII) 
at paras. 30-31. 

Council of Canadians with Disabilities v. Via Rail, Canada Inc., 2007 SCC 15 
(CanLII), [2007] 1 S.C.R. 650, at paragraph 92. 

Lukács v. Canada (Transportation Agency), supra, at para. 16. 

34. It is submitted that a decision of the Agency interpreting its own previous Order should be

given considerable deference given the Agency's expertise regarding the statutory framework

and knowledge of the broad policy context in which it operates.

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2013/2013scc67/2013scc67.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2007/2007scc15/2007scc15.html
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/2007/2007scc15/2007scc15.html
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B.  COSTS 

35. Generally, an administrative body like the Agency will neither be entitled to nor be ordered

to pay costs, at least when responding to a court proceeding to address its jurisdiction and

where there has been no misconduct on its part. Where the administrative body has acted in

good faith and conscientiously throughout, albeit resulting in error, the reviewing tribunal

will not ordinarily impose costs.

Lang v. British Columbia (Superintendent of Motor Vehicles), 2005 BCCA 244, at 
para. 47, citing Brown and Evans, Judicial Review of Administrative Action in 
Canada (Toronto: Canvasback, 1998) 

36. Accordingly, it is respectfully submitted that costs and disbursements should not be awarded

against the Agency as the Agency was acting in good faith in making the Decision so as to

fulfill its statutory mandate in a manner that is efficient, effective, responsive and

exemplifying stewardship, as required under the Values and Ethics Code of the Public

Sector. Furthermore, the Agency has responded in this appeal in order to provide necessary

and valuable assistance to this Honourable Court.

Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat, Values and Ethics Code of the Public Sector, 
Expected Behaviours 
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PART V 

LIST OF AUTHORITIES 
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Canada Transportation Act, S.C. 1996, c. 10, s. 25, 31, 32,  
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